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sense, but Charles despised " compromise." He had indeed
learned nothing and forgotten nothing since 1789—and would
have boasted of this as honourable staunchness to principles.
He had himself crowned at Rheinis with all the symbolic
ceremony of the Middle Ages, seven distinct portions of his
royal anatomy being anointed with sacred oil said to have been
miraculously preserved from the time of Clovis. He revived
the elaborate Court ceremonial of Louis XIV, never appeared
save in ermine and plumes, and called his son the " Dauphin."
These were trifling details, but they seemed absurdly out of
date in the nineteenth century. To the ridicule he thus brought
on himself he added exasperation by laws which made sacrilege
a capital offence and awarded ^40,000,000 as compensation to
ex-emigres for the loss of their estates in the Revolution. True,
nobody was actually executed for sacrilege, and the com-
pensation set at rest any lingering fear that the land-settlement
might be upset; but the measures seemed to indicate a frame
of mind impervious to modem ideas.
The commercial and professional classes had been strongly
monarchist since 1815, despite the fact that they mostly owed
their prosperity to the Revolution; but these pinpricks
alienated them from the Bourbons more and more. Their
disaifection was expressed in the newspapers, so the Ministry
tried to check the spread of " liberalism " by requiring every
copy to bear a stamp which cost a franc. And when in 1827 the
King was reviewing the National Guard, these middle-class
citizen-soldiers greeted him with such persistent cries of " Down
with the Ministry! " that he disbanded them. Of course,
such attempts to muzzle the Opposition merely embittered it.
The rising tide of discontent began to wash away the Govern-
ment's majority in the Chamber, and in 1828 the King dissolved
it in the hope of getting one more favourable to his aims. The re-
sult was a terrible shock, however, for despite the frenzied efforts
of nobles and officials, the Opposition actually gained a majority
in the elections. At first Charles tried to placate the new
House by appointing as President of the Council a constitution-

